Reading Ideas
Slough Libraries website

Great Detectives
Please reserve the items below that you would like to read. Remember, online reservations are
easy, cost only 50p per item and are delivered to the library of your choice.
Key to available formats: Pbk: paperback Hbk: hardback LP: large print CD: audio CD

Title &
author

Description

Available
Formats

Pbk
Morning Frost by James Henry
A gripping prequel to A Touch of Frost. Jack has just buried Hbk
LP
his wife and things are going from bad to worse. There’s
the discovery of a human hand, an arson attack, a stolen
painting and the shooting of a local entrepreneur to contend
with.
Bad Blood by Aline Templeton
Have the kind of memory that never lets you forget a thing?
Keira has superb recall apart from one blank day – the day
she received a head injury and her Mum disappeared.
Keira’s been told to forget it but how can she as shadows
from the past threaten to break through?

Pbk
Hbk
LP
CD

Pbk
Saints of the Shadow Bible by Ian Rankin
Hbk
A 30-year-old case is re-opened, and the ‘old team’ is
suspected of foul play. Does Rebus have anything to hide? LP
They used to call themselves 'the Saints', and swore a bond CD
on something called 'the Shadow Bible'. But times have
changed - who are the saints and who the sinners?
The Monogram Murders by Sophie Hannah
Poirot’s peaceful supper is interrupted by a young woman
predicting her imminent murder. What links her to the
murder of three guests at a nearby hotel? It is a puzzle that
can only be solved by the little grey cells of Hercule Poirot.
YouTube

Hbk
CD

The Glass Room by Ann Cleeves
When a neighbour goes missing DI Vera Stanhope feels
duty-bound to investigate. But things get complicated when
a body is discovered and the neighbour is the main
suspect. Vera should hand the case over but then she
never has followed rules.
Heartstone by C. J. Sansom
A young ward may have been cheated of his inheritance.
When Matthew Shardlake, the detective lawyer investigates
there is another mystery: what really happened to the boy's
tragically deceased twin sister? Shardlake soon discovers
an unpleasant family in a sinister household, but can he
retrieve the youngster's estate?

Pbk

Pbk

YouTube
Notorious Nineteen by Janet Evanovich
New Jersey bounty hunter Stephanie Plum is certain of
three truths: people don't just vanish into thin air, never
anger old people and don't do what Tiki tells you to do.

Light of the World by James Lee Burke
Serial killer Asa Surrette is on the run and heading for
Montana where detective Dave Robicheaux is vacationing
with his family. His daughter Alafair has written damning
articles about the killer and now she is being stalked. Is she
the target of the depraved serial killer and can her father
save her?
The Late Scholar by Jill Paton Walsh
Lord Peter Wimsey, now a Duke, is asked to step in to
resolve a dispute at an Oxford college. When several of the
parties involved die, he becomes suspicious, particularly as
their causes of death have an uncanny resemblance to
some of those from his past cases.
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Pbk
Hbk
LP

Pbk
Hbk
CD

Pbk
Hbk

Something Borrowed Someone Dead by M.C. Beaton
Gloria French is dead. Gloria had a bad habit of borrowing
things and not giving them back so isn’t sadly missed as
Agatha Raisin discovers. In fact, no seems to want Agatha
to track down the killer but the murderer may be tracking
her.

Pbk
Hbk

Pbk
The Black Box by Michael Connelly
Twenty years after the execution of a female journalist in an Hbk
alley, new evidence comes to light. Detective Harry Bosch
is determined to track down the killer – even if it means
stepping back to the darkest days of the city he loves.
YouTube
Last to Die by Tess Gerritsen
Detective Jane Rizzoli and Forensic Pathologist Maura
Isles have been locked inside a high-security boarding
school for emotionally traumatised children. They are told
it's for their own safety as someone has been murdered in
the grounds. Are they safe or does the threat lie within?

Pbk
Hbk
LP

YouTube
Police by Jo Nesbo
Where is detective Harry Hole? A killer is stalking the
streets of Oslo. Police officers are being murdered at the
scenes of crimes they once investigated but never solved.
The police urgently need Harry, but this time Harry can’t
help anyone even when those he loves are facing terrible
danger.

Pbk
Hbk
LP

YouTube
Bones of the Lost by Kathy Reichs
Dr Temperance Brennan is under pressure once more as
she tries to find the truth behind the story that a soldier has
murdered two civilians in Afghanistan. Meanwhile, back
home, the death of a young girl in a supposed hit and run
incident is not quite what it seems.
YouTube
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Pbk
Hbk

The Outcast Dead by Elly Griffiths
Ruth Galloway discovers an exhumed body at Norwich
castle is that of Mother Hook, a notorious 19th Century child
killer but DCI Nelson isn’t interested; his current
investigation has found three dead children and now
another has been abducted. Ruth believes there’s a
connection but how to convince him?

Pbk
Hbk

Pbk
The Minor Adjustment Beauty Salon by Alexander
Hbk
McCall Smith
Precious Ramotswe has two more puzzling cases to solve.
The first concerns a young man hoping to inherit his uncle’s
farm. The second involves the Minor Adjustment Beauty
Salon, which has been shadowed by misfortune. With her
assistant Mme Makutsi now expecting a baby Precious has
her hands full!
W is for Wasted by Sue Grafton
Two deaths, six weeks apart. One is a murder, the other, of
an unidentified man, seems to have natural causes. But as
Kinsey Milhone tries to find the key to his identity,
suspicious links between the two men begin to emerge.

Want you Dead by Peter James
This thrilling online dating game tale turns from blossoming
love to horror as Red begins to discover Bryce’s dark side
and the terror that he brings Obsessed and stalking her
every move he now intends to destroy everything and
everyone she has ever known and, ultimately, her.

Pbk
Hbk

Pbk
Hbk
LP
DVD
CD

Pbk
Critical Mass by Sara Paretsky
Hbk
V.I. Warshawski is on the case again. Helping out her
friend and Kindertransport survivor, Lotty Herschel, she is
plunged into a world of secrets and science, from the horror
of World War two, to the development of nuclear weapons.
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